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Individual Differences. — Individual differences in social
iiabits acquired during the first five years are very great.
Some children will play alone most of the time while others
are usually found in a group. They differ in their choice
of play materials and in the relative amount of time they
spend in solitary as compared with truly social play. Some
approach strangers with the greatest friendliness and candor
while others refuse to speak in response to the most cordial
greeting.
In Marston's experiment46 with children two to six years,
the experimenter, seated at a small table and playing with a
teeter-totter, subjected each child in exactly the same way
to six degrees of invitation:
 1.	He entirely ignored the presence of the child for sixty
seconds.
 2.	He looked up at the child but "did not smile, or make
other overtures of friendliness."
 3.	After thirty seconds he looked up again and smiled.
 4.	After another thirty seconds he asked, "Do you like to
teeter-totter?"
 5.	After thirty seconds more he looked up and asked
cordially, "Would you like to play with this teeter-totter?"
 6.	He finally said reassuringly, "You may; come over and
play with it."
Some children waited for no invitation, but ran imme-
diately to the experimenter and began to play with the boy.
Some children approached and began to play with the toy as
soon as the experimenter recognized their presence with a
smile. Some waited for the invitation, "Would you like to
play with teeter-totter?" Some needed additional assurance
before they approached. Some required considerable urg-
ing, while others continually refused to speak, smile, or
touch the toy. It would be interesting to have known all
the details of each child's training to see what environmental
conditions tended to produce these different social attitudes*
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